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Abstract This paper presents a scalable parser framework using graphics processing units (GPUs) for massive text-based

files. Specifically, our solution is designed to efficiently parse Wavefront OBJ models texts of which specify 3D geometries

and their topology. Our work bases its scalability and efficiency on chunk-based processing. The entire parsing problem is

subdivided into subproblems the chunk of which can be processed independently and merged seamlessly. The within-chunk

processing is made highly parallel, leveraged by GPUs. Our approach thereby overcomes the bottlenecks of the existing OBJ

parsers. Experiments performed to assess the performance of our system showed that our solutions significantly outperform

the existing CPU-based solutions and GPU-based solutions as well.
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1 Introduction

In computer graphics and its associated areas, 3D

scene information such as geometry, topology, hierar-

chical layouts, and surface appearance, often requires

to be represented in an interchangeable format for many

applications (such as 3D viewers, modelers, and render-

ers), which can be typically stored in files. There are

numerous file formats for this purpose. Similar to other

areas, it is also common to use two types of file for-

mats, binary and text-based specifications. The binary

specification is easier to directly load, thereby faster

to load, but often less flexible for further editing and

extensions. The text-based ones are more flexible in

its expression and extensions, and thus, more common
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in practice. However, it is generally slow to load such

formats, because they require to be additionally parsed

to be loadable in the computer memory.

One of the most common text-based 3D file for-

mats is the object (OBJ) file format, which was orig-

inally developed by Wavefront Technologies 1© (now

merged with Alias/Autodesk). Its specification is rela-

tively simple. It uses tags or commands to distinguish

different geometric elements (e.g., ‘v’, ‘vt’, ‘vn’, and

‘f’ for vertex positions, texture coordinates, normals,

and faces, respectively). Such elements are well mapped

to the majority of geometric and visual applications, but

as indicated already, the format is not directly loadable

to the memory and incompatible with particular appli-

cations due to its text-based nature.

As the computing power of both CPUs and GPUs

improves, sizes of 3D models become increasingly

larger. Their text-based specifications are much worse

in loading speed and storage effectiveness. Existing

CPU-based parsers [1] cannot handle such large 3D

models well. Typical loading time takes up to a few

seconds for small files, but such large data may take up

to dozens of minutes, impeding their use in interactive

applications. Parallel parsers may help, but the serial

nature and the inter-element dependency of the OBJ for-

mat make the parallelization difficult. This inspired us

to explore how to efficiently parallelize an OBJ parser.

Apart from OBJ parsers, general text processing

has been already utilizing parallel processing. The early

approach used multi-core CPUs [2], but recent ones

used GPUs. GPUs utilize massive (up to thousands of)

cores for parallel processing [3, 4]. Their values for text

processing have been already identified in many areas

such as extensible markup languages (XMLs) [5], nat-

ural language processing [6], and the structured query

language (SQL) processing [7].

The first GPU-based OBJ parser was presented by

Possemiers and Lee in their seminal work [8]. They

proposed how to utilize GPUs for parallel loading of

OBJ files. The linefeeds, which are atomic units for sub-

sequent steps, are found in initialization. Then, elemen-

tary attributes are found in parallel, and then, vertices

are packed and sorted, followed by the parallel indexing

of faces. All the steps are made parallel using NVIDIA

Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) 2© and

Thrust library [9]. The work by Possemiers and Lee

attained impressive speedup (up to 6–8×) compared

with the existing CPU implementations. Nevertheless,

we observed further room for higher performance, with

which we deal in this work.

This paper presents a scalable and efficient frame-

work for GPU-based parallel OBJ parsing. Our solution

is partially similar to the previous work [8] in the struc-

ture of within-chunk processing. However, our solution

is entirely chunk-based, which is designed for out-of-

core processing to significantly improve the scalability

to larger models. Chunks in our work are unorganized

and split by an arbitrary memory size. This brings

about additional challenges in chunk-based processing

and integration, which we solve in this work. To inte-

grate chunk-based processing well in our framework,

we propose additional optimization schemes, including

1©http://www.fileformat.info/format/wavefrontobj/egff.htm, Jul. 2015.
2©http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/, Dec. 2016.

http://www.fileformat.info/format/wavefrontobj/egff.htm
http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/
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tag-based line splitting and table-based parallel vertex

buffer indexing.

To be more precise, our work is distinguished from

the previous GPU-based OBJ parser [8] for what fol-

lows. First, ours better handles chunks, which is scal-

able to out-of-core data and also avoids the redundant

memory copies. While the previous work used chunks

only for file reading, our work uses chunks for the entire

pipeline. Second, our solution delimits the line in the

OBJ file by the first characters (tag) instead of the last

characters (e.g., linefeeds). This avoids an additional

operation for trimming comments. Third, in the vertex

buffer indexing, our solution performs sorting on the ba-

sis of chunks instead of the entire vertices. Also, we use

an integer-based key for sorting instead of vertex values.

Typically, the GPU sorting has super-linear-time com-

plexity, and thus, this strategy significantly improves

the performance, making a great difference with the

previous work.

The major contributions of our work include:

• a scalable chunk-based scheme for OBJ parsers;

• a tag-based efficient line splitting scheme;

• a table-based efficient vertex buffer indexing

scheme.

2 Related Work and Preliminary Background

We first briefly review previous studies on general

text file parsers. We then explain the specification of the

OBJ file format and previous attempts for its parsers.

2.1 Parallel Text Parsers

Text parsers are one of the crucial components for

many applications. The applications start data process-

ing from file parsing, and the speed of parsers is highly

relevant to overall performance in the presence of fre-

quent accesses to external documents. With the advent

of big data and very large datasets, high-speed text pro-

cessing has been of a growing interest, in particular for

parallel processing.

Major applications of parallel text processing in-

clude XML parsing, natural language parsing, SQL

query processing in databases. The most basic form of

parallel processing starts from the utilization of mul-

tiple CPU cores [2, 10, 11]. Commonly, they first do

pre-parsing to understand the structure of documents,

and parse individual lines/chunks in parallel. Another

mainstream on acceleration has attempted with SIMD

(single-instruction multiple-data) capabilities of modern

CPUs, such as a bit stream based parsing scheme [12].

To gain more speedup, parallel text/grammar pro-

cessing has been directed to GPUs, inspired by many

successful examples of GPU-based data processing.

The effectiveness of GPU-based text processing has

been proven to great extents, including XML process-

ing (query optimization [5] and X3D parsing [13]), SQL

query processing [7], and natural language process-

ing [14, 15]. To resolve real-world issues of apply-

ing GPU processing to applications, many studies have

been also dedicated to improvements of the load bal-

ancing between multi-core CPUs and GPUs [5, 6], and

dense-to-sparse problem transformation [16].
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2.2 Wavefront OBJ File Format

The OBJ file format uses tags to specify geometric

elements in a 3D model. ‘v’ tag defines 3D position of a

vertex. 2D texture coordinates and 3D normals are spec-

ified by ‘vn’ and ‘vt’, respectively. ‘f’ tag defines face

elements with respect to integer indices/references to

the previously defined vertex attribute lists; the starting

index is one instead of zero. ‘#’ tags indicate comments.

Fig. 1 shows a simple OBJ file that specifies four vertex

positions, four texture coordinates, one (shared) vertex

normals, and the topology of vertices (faces); a quad of

two triangles is here specified. Optionally, ‘g’ tag can

be used to specify hierarchical grouping of faces (not

shown here for simplicity).

# reference to an external material file

mtllib quad.mtl

# vertex positions

v -1.0 -1.0 0.0

v 1.0 -1.0 0.0

v 1.0 1.0 0.0

v -1.0 1.0 0.0

# texture coordinates

vt 0.0 0.0

vt 1.0 0.0

vt 1.0 1.0

vt 0.0 1.0

# vertex normals

vn 0.0 0.0 1.0

# face elements (ordered by v/vt/vn)

f 1/1/1 2/2/1 3/3/1

f 1/1/1 3/3/1 4/4/1

Fig. 1. An example OBJ file of two triangles forming a quad.

The OBJ models typically accompany material

template library (MTL) files that specify materials such

as diffuse and specular reflectance. They are usually

small and easy to parse, and we do not take them into

account in this work.

2.3 Previous OBJ Parsers

Due to the simple specification of the OBJ for-

mat, there have been many available implementations

of OBJ parsers, including TinyOBJ 3© and MeshLab [1].

They are mostly based on CPU processing and similar

in structures (see Fig. 2 for overview). An OBJ file is

read into a file stream, and is parsed for each line. The

vertex attributes (positions, texture coordinates, and nor-

mals) are simply accumulated as arrays, and the array

of faces/polygons stores references (typically, integer

indices) to the vertex attributes.
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Fig. 2. Overview of OBJ parsing in typical CPU parsers.

The original references to vertex attributes in faces

contain repeated vertices, and thus, need to be translated

to a new single vertex buffer only of unique entries. This

often requires a hash table to efficiently avoid the redun-

dancy. Also, the three different attribute indices need to

be consolidated as a new unified index buffer, because

the majority of modern rendering APIs (e.g., OpenGL

and Microsoft Direct3D) allow a single index buffer

for high-performance rendering. This often requires

interleaved arrays of aggregate vertex attributes to use a

single index buffer for multiple attributes.

The previous CPU-based parsers are generally

3©http://syoyo.github.io/tinyobjloader/, Dec. 2016.

http://syoyo.github.io/tinyobjloader/
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Fig. 3. Overview of our OBJ parser framework.

slow, and a GPU-based scheme (with NVIDIA CUDA

and Thrust [9]) has been recently proposed by Pos-

semiers and Lee [8]. The parsing is greatly parallelized,

which proves the benefit of GPUs. This work motivates

us to better utilize GPUs and optimize the scheme for

higher performance. Particularly, we introduce an en-

tirely chunk-based scheme for scalability. Also, the ver-

tex buffer indexing, requiring sorting, was significantly

improved with the table-based lightweight scheme.

3 Overview of Framework

This section provides a preliminary overview of

our framework for parallel OBJ parsing (see Fig. 3 for

illustration). Our framework consists of four stages: the

chunk-based file reader, the tag-based line splitter, the

element-wise line parser, and the vertex buffer indexer.

Our framework is entirely chunk-based, and processes

each chunk in a scalable way. We provide a detailed

overview below and details in Sections 4, 5, and 6.

The first step is the chunk-based file reading. A

typical buffer-based reading from a raw file stream, by

default, incurs significant overhead and redundant mem-

ory copy (to the buffer). For better file access, we use an

alternative method, the memory-mapped file to utilize

the efficient virtual memory management provided by

the operating systems. The file is repeatedly read on the

basis of chunks, the chunk of which is partially mapped

to virtual memory addresses. The chunks are usually

small and can be directly loaded into GPU memory for

further in-memory chunk parsing.

The next step is line splitting, which delimits lines

in the chunk. Our line reader delimits the lines by the

first characters (i.e., element tags in OBJ file formats)

instead of the last characters in the line (i.e., line feeds).

This approach allows us to avoid an additional step to

trim redundant lines, improving the speed of reading

lines.

Then, the next step is parsing/translating individual

lines to binary arrays from the text representations. We

use our own ASCII-to-binary type conversion functions.

Although there are many tag types in the OBJ file, this

work focuses only on the most basic elements of OBJ

tags, for geometric attributes and face topology.

The vertex buffer indexing is the last and the most

important step to accelerate the entire loading. The ver-
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tices for forming faces are randomly associated with

multiple indices of the binary arrays of positions, nor-

mals, and texture coordinates. A typical CPU-based

parser can use hashing, but it cannot be easily paral-

lelized on GPUs. To cope with this, we propose an

efficient chunk-based scheme to make this parallel, with

less overhead of sorting. The sorting in our indexing

scheme is performed on the basis of individual chunks.

Hence, its overhead is much smaller than the previous

one that requires to sort an array of entire vertices [8].

4 Scalable File Loader

This section describes preprocessing step of our

framework that is performed before parsing. This stage

includes the chunk-based file reading and tag-based line

splitting.

4.1 Chunk-Based File Reader

The major difference of our work from the previ-

ous work [8] is the use of chunks through the entire

pipeline (see Figs. 3 and 4). We first split a file to

chunks by a user-defined size and repeatedly process

each chunk until no chunks are read from the file. This

scheme enables serial chunk processing, which is scal-

able to large-size models. Note that, however, each

chunk is processed in parallel on GPUs.

As already mentioned in Section 3, a typical buffer-

based file streaming may not be efficient due to the use

of a temporary buffer and its copies. Even a single addi-

tional copy for each line access may incur non-trivial

overhead. So, we use an alternative method for faster

chunk-based file access.

Our chunk-based scalable scheme is realized us-

ing a memory-mapped file (MMF; e.g., mmap in Linux).

The memory mapping of the file enables direct access

to the file content of a finite range (here, the chunk

size), as the chunks reside in the main memory. Hence,

this avoids the use of temporary buffer and its repeated

copies. This way is even more efficient owing to the

automatic cache management of the virtual memory

system, which is provided by operating systems. This

simple change to the loader brings us a non-trivial (ac-

tually, quite high) speedup.

Per-chunk line splitter

OBJ file

raw chunk

v  v t  v n    f  \n

raw chunk raw chunk Memory mapping

Chunk refinement        chunk1        chunk2        chunkc
 ...\n\n ...\n\n ...\n\n

Fig. 4. Our chunk-based file reader for scalable parsing.

For each chunk, we do line splitting in the next

step, but the last line of each chunk requires to be han-

dled with care. When the chunk does not end up with

the linefeed, the line needs to be padded with missing

information to the next linefeed. This can be done at

negligible cost; doing this in GPUs is obviously inef-

ficient. Since such missing line content is not that big,

we add a slight margin (e.g., 128 bytes) to the chunk

for file mapping. Finding such a line feed is performed

only for the ending of the chunk.

The chunk size matters in tuning for performance.

Intuitively, too small or large sizes might not be effi-

cient, and finding a moderate size is necessary. The size

of the chunk is also related to the number of threads for

GPU parsing, but it is hardly possible to explicitly for-

mulate. We instead use a rule of thumb by an empirical
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approach. We report the effects of the chunk size in our

experiments (Section 7).

4.2 Tag-Based Parallel Line Splitter

Unlike the typical line-based file reading (e.g., us-

ing fgets in the C language), our scheme directly reads

a chunk block. Hence, we need to split the chunks to

lines in a separate GPU pass. GPU threads as many as

the number of characters in the chunk are launched, and

mark delimiting characters as 1 and others as 0. The

former technique [8] used the linefeed (‘\n’) as a de-

limiting character. This works well, but a robust reader

requires to trim meaningless lines (e.g., comments and

blanks) and additional memory copies as well.

We improve the former technique using a tag-

based splitting scheme. We use a heading character

(i.e., tags) instead of the linefeed. The OBJ format de-

clares a small number of tags, and we can easily exploit

this scheme. Specifically, our idea is to find ‘v’ and ‘f’

in the line (‘vt’ and ‘vn’ share the same heading ‘v’).

Then, the line parser can start from the headings, and

parse (a fixed number of) numeric entities. Hence, we

do not have to process the entire lines to the end without

trimming comments and blanks.

For robust reading, ambiguity in the comments

needs to be avoided. In other words, ‘v’ and ‘f’ may

exist in the comments, and thus, it is necessary to addi-

tionally verify that the preceding non-whitespace char-

acter is the linefeed. As for the exception in the first

line, we prepend a linefeed for the beginning of each

chunk (shown in Fig. 4).

Once the heading of each line is found, we mark

the valid heading as 1 and the others 0. These marks are

refined for processing of each tag in the line parsing.

5 Parallel Line Parser

This section first describes how to identify each

element of the OBJ file separately and how to parse

individual lines to binary representations.

5.1 Parallel Element Identification

Since we know the specific location each line be-

gins, we can directly parse individual lines. However,

one problem here is that we need to identify the indices

of individual elements to store the binary output of the

parser to the (intermediate) attribute arrays. In the CPU-

based processing, the index identification is easy using

a per-element counter. However, applying the index

identification on GPUs requires atomic accesses to the

counters, which serializes entire threads with significant

stalls.
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parser.

To identify individual indices of line elements in

parallel without atomic counters, we use a GPU-based

parallel indexing scheme (see Fig. 5 for illustration and
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Algorithm 1 for the pseudocode), which is proposed

by Possemiers and Lee [8] for their vertex buffer in-

dexing scheme. Briefly saying this, we separate the

parsing for each attribute element and faces. In the

beginning of each parsing, we mark only the tag we

process as 1 and others 0. For instance, when we parse

v tag only, we mark lines with v tag as 1. Then, we

apply the parallel prefix sum (e.g., summed area ta-

ble [17]), which accumulates forward elements from

indices; we used thrust::inclusive scan for im-

plementation [9]. The resulting output indicates the

starting positions (having non-zero indices) of each line

for the element and where to store output (to the indices

of the output buffer). We again tightly pack the output

buffer using the indices and trigger parsing. In addition,

this allows us to find the number of total lines to invoke

the GPU threads for line parsing.

Algorithm 1 Line Splitter
Input: C[N]: file chunk . N: size of chunk
Output: P[M]: tag index buffer . M: size of tag index buffer
1: /* Kernel Code */
2: procedure MARKTAG(C)
3: B[tid]← 0 . B: temp. buffer to store marks
4: if C[tid] is tag then B[tid]← 1 . tid: thread ID
5: return B
6: /* Kernel Code */
7: procedure PACKING(C, B)
8: if C[tid] is tag then P[B[tid]−1]← tid . store tag index
9: return P

10: /* Host Code */
11: procedure LINESPLITTER
12: B←MARKTAG(C)
13: B← Thrust::inclusive scan(B) . parallel prefix-sum
14: P←PACKING(C, B)

We note that lengths of individual lines need not to

be found. This is because each tag has a fixed number

of scalar values and we can serially parse the line until

we find the same number of whitespace characters.

5.2 Line Parsing

Line parsing follows the same approach as [8] does.

The parsing can be classified into vertex attribute (ge-

ometry) parsing and face (topology) parsing. While the

vertex attributes are largely similar, based on vectorized

real numbers, face information is based on the integer

indices that are indirect references to the arrays of the

vertex attributes. The pseudocode for the line parsing is

given in Algorithm 2.

Vertex attributes are parsed only for real numbers,

while faces only for integers. Since we know where

each line starts, we can directly access each element.

We used our own type conversion function; CUDA,

used for our implementation, does not provide standard

ASCII-to-float conversion (e.g., atof). After parsing is

complete, we store the binary values to tightly packed

arrays for each element (i.e., position, normals, texture

coordinates, and faces).

Algorithm 2 Line Parser
Input: C[N]: file chunk . N: size of chunk
Input: P[M]: tag index buffer . M: size of tag index buffer
Output: V [M]: vertex attribute buffer . one of {pos, tex, norm}
Output: F [K]: face (index) buffer . K: number of faces × 3
1: /* Kernel Code */
2: procedure PARSELINE
3: if C[P[tid]] is a vertex tag then . parse for vertex
4: for each token t[i] do v[i]← atof(t[i])
5: V [tid]← v
6: else if C[P[tid]] is a face tag then . parse for triangle
7: for each token t[i] do f [i]← atoi(t[i])
8: for each vertex attribute j do . {0,1,2} for “v/vt/vn”
9: F [3∗ tid + j]← ( f [3 j], f [3 j+1], f [3 j+2])

While vertex attribute formats are nearly fixed by

the types of tags (e.g., 3 for position and normals and 2

for texture coordinates), face formats can be variable by

the types of polygons and optional references. However,

modern OpenGL deprecates general polygons types

except triangles, and we assume that only up to three
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vertices can be present in a single line. As for the op-

tional references, the references to vertex positions are

crucial, but those for normals and texture coordinates

are optional. We handle the four possible cases, includ-

ing “v/vt/vn”, “v/vt/”, “v//vn”, and “v//” in the

face definition. For the integer type conversion, we also

used our own atoi(), similar to our atof().

6 Scalable Parallel Indexing of Vertex Buffers

This section describes the problem of vertex buffer

indexing and our approach for parallel indexing.

6.1 Background on Vertex Buffer Indexing

The last stage builds new vertex and index buffers

readily available for rendering by vertex buffer index-

ing (see Fig. 2 for illustration). In the previous stage,

we are given the vertex attributes of positions, normals,

and texture coordinates, and their indices/references in

the face elements. However, modern rendering APIs

typically allow only a single index buffer, and we need

to build a new vertex buffer, interleaving three vertex

attributes (e.g., see Fig. 6), and use references to the

new vertex buffer as a new index buffer.

struct vertex { vec3 pos; vec2 tex; vec3 norm; };

Fig. 6. A simple definition of a vertex structure in C++
language.

A straightforward solution to build a new vertex

array is to create a new vertex for each face element.

However, typical OBJ files contain substantial amounts

of repeated vertices (having the same references to ver-

tex attributes). Hence, it is necessary to maintain only

unique entries in the vertex buffer. For this, a typical

CPU indexing can simply use a hash table, which uses

the three attribute indices as a key. However, a GPU-

based scheme cannot easily exploit the hashing. The

hashing requires atomic accesses to a single table, and

leads to conflicts in parallel writing. Hence, the main

challenge here is how to avoid the use of a hash table

and how to avoid conflicts in writing the same entries

into the table.

The previous approach [8] used sorting to cluster

vertices in proximity, the predicate of which compares

the real-number values by positions, normals, and tex-

ture coordinates in a row. For implementation, Pos-

semiers and Lee used thrust::sort. By this way, the

same vertices can be easily detected, also removing re-

peated entries. However, this requires a heavy sorting of

the entire vertices, significantly degrading performance.

To cope with this problem, we propose a much efficient

way based on the indexing table, which is also scalable

to large models.

6.2 Table-Based Vertex Buffer Indexing

Our novel scheme for the vertex buffer indexing is

table-based, which is scalable and avoids the previous

issues as well. First, we use a global indexing table of a

fixed size so that the indexing result of each chunk can

be seamlessly accumulated, thereby making our index-

ing scalable. Second, we perform the vertex sorting on

the basis of each chunk. Since the number of vertices

in each chunk is much smaller, the sorting overhead is

greatly reduced; recall that the sorting overhead scales

with at least O(N logN). Third, we use integer indices
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(precisely, the position attribute v) as keys to the index-

ing table, which also lowers key-comparison overhead

for sorting. As a result, our indexing highly improves

performance in comparison to the previous work [8].

The indexing table is a key data structure of our

efficient vertex buffer indexing, which interacts with

each chunk and is translated to a new vertex buffer and

index buffer in the end (see Fig. 7). The indexing table

is actually a simple 2D array. Each row is assigned by

the position index of each vertex in the face elements,

and the columns hold unique combinations of indices of

normals and texture coordinates. In practice, the unique

combinations are defined by the adjacent faces and not

too many. So, we pre-allocate the table with a fixed size

(in our experiment, 7 columns suffice in practice). Ac-

tually, this serves as a fixed linked list, because GPUs

do not support a native linked list due to the lack of

pointers.
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Fig. 7. Our table-based vertex buffer indexing scheme.

Based on the indexing table, our within-chunk in-

dexing is performed as follows (see Algorithm 3 for

the pseudocode). We first extract an unpacked vertex

array (only of integer attribute references) from each

face in each chunk. We then sort the unpacked vertex

array using only the vertex position reference as a key.

This sorting clusters vertices homogeneous in terms of

position; this scheme is similar to that of [8], but much

efficient due to less numbers of inputs. Then, we access

the indexing table only for the first vertices for each

position index. A thread for the same vertex reads the

indexing table, and writes only unique pairs of normals

and texture coordinate back to the table. Thereby, the

vertices of the same key can be accessed in a single GPU

thread without atomic accesses, significantly improving

the overall performance.

Algorithm 3 Vertex Buffer Indexing
Input: E[J]: chunk from face (index) buffer . J: chunk size
Input: T [U ][7]: indexing table . U : no. unique entries
Input: C[U ]: index counter buffer . holds no. of entries for each index
Output: I[K]: (final) index buffer . K: no. faces × 3
1: /* Kernel Code */
2: procedure UPDATEINDEXTABLE (T , E)
3: if E[tid] is heading and not exists in T [tid] then
4: T [E[tid].pos][C[tid]]← E[tid]
5: C[tid]←C[tid]+1
6: /* Kernel Code */
7: procedure CREATENEWVERTEXINDEX(T )
8: for i = 0 to C[tid]−1 do
9: if T [tid][i] is valid then Tn[tid][i] = 1

10: else Tn[tid][i] = 0
11: return Tn

12: /* Kernel Code */
13: procedure LOOKUPINDEXTABLE(T , E , Tn)
14: for i = 0 to C[tid]−1 do
15: if T [E[tid].pos][i] is E[tid] then
16: return Tn[E[tid].pos][i]
17: /* Host Code */
18: procedure VERTEXBUFFERINDEXING
19: for each chunk E do
20: SORT(E.pos) . using Thrust::sort
21: UPDATEINDEXTABLE(T , E)
22: Tn←CREATENEWVERTEXINDEX(T) . Tn: vertex index buffer
23: Tn← Thrust::inclusive scan(Tn)
24: for each chunk E do
25: In← LOOKUPINDEXTABLE(T , E, Tn )
26: I← APPEND(I, In)
27: return I

When all the chunks are processed and the table

is made complete, we create tightly packed vertex and

index buffers from the table. The indexing table can
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be sparse, because we allocated the over-size table up

to a potentially largest column size. Since we know

how many cells are filled, the buffer can be packed

tightly. This again relies on the summed area table,

which performs the prefix sum of the first cell of each

row. From the final indices of each cell, we directly

create a vertex buffer, which now assigns real values

using the attribute references in the table. As for the

index buffer, we need to read all the face chunks again,

because the index buffer is ordered by the triangle order.

For each face, we can easily identify the indices of its

vertices by looking up the table using the position index.

In this way, face elements can be translated to the final

index buffer. One limitation here is that the globally

defined table needs to reside in GPU memory, and thus,

the maximum size of a file we can process is limited

by the size of GPU memory. Nevertheless, this is more

efficient than [8], because the scheme by Possemiers

and Lee requires the entire file to be read to GPU mem-

ory. This scheme can be extended to a scalable way by

using chunk-based access to the table (i.e., the index

table is also split by its own chunks). Nonetheless, the

size of actual vertex buffer is much smaller than its file

size, because text formats are usually larger than the

binary representations and there are many repeated face

elements.

Our indexing scheme fits also with CPUs, and is

more efficient than GPU-based schemes. The CPU pro-

cessing bypasses the costly sorting and directly builds

the table, because the table can be directly accessed. We

also demonstrate the benefit of this scheme in Section 7.

7 Results

We implemented and experimented our system us-

ing NVIDIA CUDA API on an Intel Core i7 machine

with an NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti graphics card and 16 GB

main memory. Our parallel OBJ parser (POP) used two

types of vertex buffer indexing, one with CPU indexing

(CPOP) and the other with GPU indexing (GPOP).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8. Six 3D models used for our experiments. (a) Stanford
Dragon (63.5MB, 0.4M, 0.9M, 14MB, 10MB). (b) Hair-
ball (219MB, 1.5M, 2.9M, 47MB, 35MB. (c) XYZ Dragon
(573MB, 3.6M, 7.2M, 116MB, 87MB. (d) Thai Statue
(805MB, 5M, 10M, 160MB, 120MB. (e) Lucy (2.29GB,
14M, 28M, 449MB, 337MB. (f) Lucy3 (7.14GB, 42M, 84M,
1.3GB, 1.0GB). The numbers in the parentheses following
the name of each model indicate the file size, the numbers of
vertices and faces, the size of the vertex buffer, and the size
of the index buffer, respectively.

The time complexity of our algorithms can be a

combination of three major stages. Given the size N

of the input data, we split them into M and P chunks

for the parsing and vertex buffer indexing, respectively.

Then, the time complexity of the line splitting is O(N),

because the parallel prefix sum of each chunk uses a

linear-time implementation. The line parser simply runs

in O(N). The vertex buffer indexing sorts each chunk,

leading to O(N logP). Consequently, the overall time

complexity of our framework becomes O(N logP), im-

plying the main bottleneck is the chunk sorting in the
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vertex buffer indexing.

The experiments used six 3D OBJ models: Stan-

ford Dragon, Hairball, XYZ Dragon, XYZ Thai Statue,

Lucy, and Lucy3. Lucy3 is a tripled copy of Lucy.

Fig. 8 shows their geometric complexities and how they

look. Lucy and Lucy3 are used to prove the utility of

our method for massive models. The models are not

assigned materials, which are visualized with arbitrary

colors.
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Fig. 9. Effects of chuck size of our OBJ parsers.

We used different chunk sizes of reader/parser and

vertex buffer indexing. We chose optimal sizes based

on our experiment (Fig. 9). Precisely, the parser chunk

used 64MB. The chunk for vertex buffer indexing used

256KB only for GPOP; CPOP did not use chunks, be-

cause it can directly access the table in the memory.

We compared our solutions with two previous

methods. The first is a well-known CPU-based one,

MeshLab [1]. The other is the aforementioned GPU-

based one [8], which serves as a reference method (here-

after, REF) in this work. We here excluded another well-

known CPU-based implementation, TinyOBJ. Since

TinyOBJ does not include the vertex buffer indexing

(unlike our solutions and REF), a fair comparison is

difficult without additional implementations.
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Fig. 10. Performance comparison of the four OBJ parsers.
CPOP and GPOP indicate our solutions that use the vertex
buffer indexing on CPUs and GPUs, respectively. Speedup
factors are given against the REF and MeshLab.

Fig. 10 compares the performances of the four

techniques. Overall, both of our methods greatly outper-

form all the previous ones. CPOP outperforms GPOP

by a factor of 1.27–1.86 for all the models except Lucy3.

In case of Lucy3, GPOP wins CPOP by a slight mar-

gin (with a speedup of 1.08). This shows the sort-less

CPU indexing is better for medium-size models, but

the GPU indexing better fits with massive models (also

for a full GPU implementation). Unlike ours, REF was

not able to load the two large models, Lucy and Lucy3,

because REF needs the full in-memory processing in

GPUs. This proves our solutions are better than REF

in terms of scalability. The average speedup factors

of CPOP are 4.9 and 13.7 with respect to REF and

MeshLab, respectively, and those of GPOP are 2.8 and

9.0.

Fig. 11 shows the performance breakdown, which

compares CPOP, GPOP, and REF. While our solutions

separate file reading and line splitting, REF merges

them as “importing”; REF uses multi-threading for file

reading and line splitting. Lucy and Lucy3 are reported
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only for ours. Overall, our solutions are more efficient

than REF in all the steps. The largest differences are

found in the vertex buffer indexing, and other stages are

also more efficient. CPOP is more efficient due to its

faster vertex buffer indexing, but the difference is less

manifested for large models (Lucy3).
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Fig. 11. Performance breakdown of CPOP, GPOP, and REF.

Lastly, we report the effects of chunk sizes on

performance (Fig. 9). We use different chunk sizes

for the reader/parser and the vertex buffer indexing.

Overall, larger sizes of the parser chunk show higher

performance but are saturated above 226 (equivalent to

64MB). This results from the higher parallelism from

the larger chunk sizes. On the other hand, optimal sizes

of the indexing chunk is found around 218 (equivalent

to 256KB). Since a larger size of the indexing chunk

degrades the performance in particular for the chunk

sorting, a smaller (but not too small) chunk is preferred.

8 Discussions and Limitations

In the present work, we focused solely on the pars-

ing of OBJ models. The framework and individual

steps were designed for scalable and parallel processing

of linewise commands. We envision our work can be

extended for other text-based specifications.

At present, our implementation supports only com-

mon commands in the specification of OBJ models, i.e.,

‘v’, ‘vn’, ‘vt’, and ‘f’. In order for our work to be more

practical, we are planning to extend the work to han-

dle ‘g’ (group) and other commands (e.g., parametric

primitives).

Our GPU-based vertex buffer indexing (GPOP)

still requires to apply sorting, even though the sorting

is efficient. This sorting makes a difference with CPU-

based vertex buffer indexing (CPOP). A sort-less vertex

buffer indexing would eventually lead to truly efficient

OBJ parser. This is a good subject for further perfor-

mance improvements. Another alternative strategy is a

hybrid indexing that employs CPU-based indexing up

to medium-size models and GPU-based indexing for

huge models.

Another limitation of the vertex buffer indexing is

that the global indexing table needs to be maintained in

(GPU) memory. Hence, our work can load OBJ models

the size of indexing table of which is less than the size

of GPU memory. Since the size of modern graphics

cards reach up to 6–8 GB, it is sufficient in practice. For

further scalability, the global indexing table needs to

be re-designed in a scalable way. Also, the table needs

to be associated with the scalable rendering modules

which can download the loaded vertex buffers into main

memory and load them into GPU memory on demand.

The subject is of interest for future work.

Our GPU-based approach for an OBJ parser is

performed in a synchronous way, where tasks for each
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chunk are serially performed either on GPUs or CPUs.

While already efficient, we believe there is an additional

room for optimizing performance. Such examples in-

clude asynchronous scheduling of tasks (modern GPUs

support simultaneous threading and memory copy) and

thereby hiding latencies in CPU-GPU communications.

One way to further improve the scalability of our

framework is to employ multiple GPUs to distribute

workload across multiple GPUs. Our line splitter and

line parser can be improved with this scheme, because

they perform in parallel for each chunk. However, our

vertex buffer indexer interacts with the global index-

ing table. This might cause non-trivial communication

overhead for synchronization across GPUs, which re-

quires a well-designed parallel indexing scheme. Alter-

natively, the communication overhead can be reduced

using a virtualized-GPU scheme (e.g., NVIDIA’s scal-

able link interface), but this scheme is limited in its

platform dependency. Further work and experiments

are encouraged to explore optimal multi-GPU schemes

of the vertex buffer indexing.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a scalable efficient

parser framework for the Wavefront OBJ file format.

All the components were designed on the basis of chunk

processing, which is seamlessly scalable for many serial

between-chunk processing. Within-chunk processing

is made highly efficient, overcoming a few limitations

of the previous study. The improvements include better

file handling, tag-based line splitting, and table-based

efficient vertex buffer indexing. To our knowledge, this

work is currently the fastest parser framework for load-

ing OBJ models.

In the future, we are planning to extend and im-

prove our work in terms of scalability (full out-of-core

processing, also with scalable rendering framework), a

full support for OBJ commands, sort-less vertex buffer

indexing, and an asynchronous scheduling to further

hide latency.

Finally, we note that our work starts from one of

the text-based file specification but can be extended to

a more general text processing. Well-designed process-

ing strategy and performance optimization techniques

would be crucial components for such general text file

parser.
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